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Abstract
Sandwich structures possess a high bending stiffness compared to monolithic structures with a similar weight.
This makes them very suitable for lightweight applications, where high stiffness to weight ratios are needed. Most
common manufacturing methods of sandwich structures involve adhesive bonding of the core material with the
sheets. However, adhesive bonding is prone to delamination, a failure mode that is often difficult to detect. This paper
presents the results of delamination testing of fully additive manufactured (AM) AlSi10Mg sandwich structures with
pyramidal lattice truss core using Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF). The faces and struts are 0.5 mm thick, while the
core is 2 mm thick. The inclination of the struts is 45°. To characterise the bonding strength, climbing drum peel tests
and out-of-plane tensile tests are performed. Analytical formulas are derived to predict the expected failure loads and
modes. The analytics and tests are supported by finite element (FE) calculations. From the analytic approach, design
guidelines to avoid delamination in AM sandwich structures are derived. The study presents a critical face sheet thick‑
ness to strut diameter ratio for which the structure can delaminate. This ratio is mainly influenced by the inclination
of the struts. The peel tests resulted in face yielding, which can also be inferred from the analytics and numerics. The
out-of-plane tensile tests didn’t damage the structure.
Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, Sandwich Structures, Pyramidal Lattice Core
1 Introduction
During the last years, the usage of light metals in highly
complex structures has come into focus due to the progressive development in additive manufacturing technology (AM). Innovative processes, such as Laser Powder
Bed Fusion (LPBF), Electron Beam Melting (EBM) or
Laser Metal Deposition (LMD), make it possible to manufacture geometries that would not be producible with
conventional methods. The range of materials is now so
large that a suitable alloy is available for almost every
application. Aluminium, titanium or magnesium alloys
are particularly interesting for lightweight applications
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in aerospace [1–9], automotive [10–12] or biomechanics [13–17], as they provide good relations in terms of
strength, stiffness and weight, and provide further application-specific properties i.e. regarding thermal or corrosive requirements. An often used aluminium alloy for
LPBF is AlSi10Mg (Al-based alloy with 10wt% Si and
<1wt% Mg) as it provides a good processability [18, 19]
and furthermore good thermal [20, 21] and mechanical
properties [18, 22, 23].
One of the most weight-efficient structures for lightweight applications is a sandwich. Sandwich structures
usually consist of two thin face sheets, which are adhesively connected to a much thicker core structure, leading to outstanding bending and buckling properties. A
lot of different core structures and materials for sandwich
applications have been developed during the past years
[24]. However, the most commonly used are honeycombs
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and foams. Even if the structural advantages outweigh
the disadvantages, delamination is a significant problem
for sandwich structures. Often the adhesive bonding is
responsible for the failure of sandwich structures and
can in many cases be traced back to delamination, which
can occur due to local damages of the adhesive connection or local buckling of the face sheets. Furthermore,
especially in the case of honeycomb core structures, the
bonding surface is small and, therefore, also the maximum transferable load. To increase the bonding strength,
an increase of the bonding surface would be reasonable.
But, whereas the specific weight is proportional to the
vertical tensile module and the tensile strength, the peeling resistance of the skin/core bonding is not exceedable.
With the establishment of new manufacturing processes, such as additive manufacturing, alternative
approaches for sandwich structures get attractive. By
using lattice structures for the sandwich core, the sandwich can be printed as a single part. Thus, a direct connection between the core and the faces is established.
Furthermore, lattice structures offer a lot of design
parameters, which allows for fully application-specific
designs with customized core properties.
First fundamental investigations about sandwich
structures with lattice cores were presented by Wicks &
Hutchinson [25, 26]. They show that truss core sandwich
structures have high flexibility in designing the structural
behaviour. Compared to honeycomb structures, much
better structural properties against bending and compression loads, regarding stiffness or strength, can be
achieved. For cellular structures, Gibson & Ashby [27,
28] show basic formulations for the mechanical properties of lattice structures as a function of the relative cell
density. They show that different elastic properties of
sandwich structures scale linearly with the relative density of the core. For sandwich structures with tetrahedral
and pyramidal core under 3-point bending, Deshpande &
Fleck [29, 30] derived equivalent expressions. The results
are extended by the research of Evans et al. [31, 32] and
Chiras et al. [33] for shear and compression loads. Zok
et al. [34] show that the main failure mechanisms of
sandwich panels with a pyramidal truss core are: face
sheet yielding, face sheet buckling, core member yielding
and core member buckling.
Basic studies about failure modes of sandwich structures have been done, especially by Zenkert et al. [35–37].
They show that sandwich beams under quasi-static and
fatigue bending loads tend to delaminate for the most
tested configurations. Some research focuses on methods to stop these delaminations instead of avoiding them.
For example, Grenstedt [38, 39] implemented peel stoppers during manufacturing. Other approaches focus on
the creation of sandwich structures with high transverse
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stiffness and strength [40, 41] to avoid delaminations.
Furthermore, Jakobsen et al. [42] show an alternative
approach. They reroute the delamination to confine it to
a predefined zone in the sandwich. By this, they are able
to stop the propagation of the delamination. According
to the author’s knowledge, no delamination studies have
been performed to date on fully AM sandwich structures with lattice core. Since the delamination behaviour
of such structures has not been investigated, this study
focuses on a specific geometry.
This research’s main objective is to develop simple criteria for avoiding delamination in AM sandwich
structures with pyramidal cores. For this, their bonding
strength, and delamination resistance are investigated.
Analytical preliminary considerations regarding the
peeling strength of sandwich structures with lattice core
are supported by FE studies and physical tests. Figure 1
shows the considered AM sandwich structure.

2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Materials and Specimens

All structures were made of AlSi10Mg via LPBF by an
external manufacturer using an EOS M290 printer with
30 µm layer thickness. No special post-processing and no
heat treatment were used for the specimens. The nominal geometric parameters of the structures are summed
up in Table 1. Due to manufacturing restrictions, a face
sheet thickness tf = 0.5 mm, a core thickness tc = 2 mm,
a strut diameter of d = 0.5 mm and a relative strut angle
of ω = 45◦ were used, resulting in a total sandwich height
of h = 3 mm. The radius of the struts is defined using r.
Figure 2 shows a schematic sketch of a lattice unit cell
with its face sheet section. To describe the structural
properties of the lattice core, simple calculation methods can be used for strength and stiffness. The in-plane
Young’s modulus E11 = E22 = Es and shear modulus
G12 = Gs in 1-direction and 2-direction are dominated
by the face sheets. The Young’s modulus Es and shear
modulus Gs of the solid material are used. The core influence is neglected since, according to the classic sandwich

Figure 1 Additive manufactured sandwich panel with pyramidal
core
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Figure 2 Unit cell of sandwich structures with geometric parameters

Table 1 Nominal parameters of the considered AM sandwich
structures
tc

r

ω

tf

2 mm

0.25 mm

45◦

0.5 mm

theory, the influence on the elastic constants is small.
Effective elastic properties of lattice structures are usually
defined as a function of the dimensionless relative density
ρ , which defines the ratio between the struts mass and
the mass of the enclosing equivalent solid mass using the
same material. For pyramidal cores, the relative density
can be calculated with Eq. (1):
 
ρ
4π r 2 l
2π tan(ω) r 2
.
= 2
=
ρ=
(1)
ρs
b tc
cos(ω)
tc
Equations for the out-of-plane Young’s modulus and
shear modulus can be derived using the stiffness method,
assuming pinned struts as shown for example in Ref. [29]:

E33 =Es ρ sin(ω)4 ,
G13 =G23 =

1
Es ρ sin(2ω)2 .
8

(2)
(3)

Due to the overlapping of the struts, the bonding surface
between the core and the face sheets cannot be assumed
to be circular, as shown in Figure 3. Since no nondestructive measuring method is accessible, the nominal
bonding surface is extracted from the CAD model, which
was used for the manufacturing, and derived analytically
using the following assumption:

Ac = d 2 arctan(csc ω) csc ω.

(4)

Both solutions result in a cross-section of the connection
double-point of Ac ≈ 0.34 mm2 for the nominal strut
diameter of d = 0.5 mm.

Figure 3 Non-circular connection between face-sheets and lattice
core structure: Ac ≈ 0.34 mm2

Material properties of AM structures vary depending
on used machine parameters while manufacturing. Since
the results are very sensitive to stiffness and strength
properties, the material properties for the calculations
were determined by doing tensile tests. The specimens
were produced from AM sandwich structures by carefully separating the face sheets from the core structure
and afterwards milling them to a bone shape. A total
number of three specimens was tested. All specimens
were tested under the same conditions with displacement
controlled load introduction and u̇ = 0.5 mm/min.
2.2 Experimental Set‑Up
2.2.1 Out‑of‑Plane Tensile Test

A total number of 3 specimens with 25 unit cells (5 × 5)
is tested. The tests are performed quasi-static and displacement controlled with u̇ = 0.2 mm/min, according to
DIN 53292 on an Instron 5567 electric universal testing
machine. To neglect influences resulting from clamping
torque, a moment-free fixture, which equals a cardanic
bearing, is constructed (Figure 4).
The face sheets of the specimens are adhesively
bonded with the bearings. A 3M Scotch-Weld
EC-9323-2 high strength epoxy adhesive is used. The
manufacturer specifies the adhesive strength to be
29 MPa, resulting in a higher maximum load than the
expected strength of the connection between the lattice
core and the face sheets. The specimens are cut from
large AM plates using a band saw. Due to these circumstances, the outer geometry of the specimens varies
and can be found in Table 2. Furthermore, the resulting maximum allowable forces, before the strength of
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be in the range of 2 − 3 kN, assuming that the load is
evenly distributed on the connection double-points
and the plastic stress distribution is homogeneous.
The final test set-up is shown in Figure 5. The displacement of the machine, as well as the force in the load
cell, are documented. Additionally, the tests are monitored with a DIC technique, using a GOM Aramis 4M
system, which allows measuring three-dimensional
displacements and strain information of a surface by
measuring absolute and relative multiple double-point
movements.
2.2.2 Climbing Drum Peel Test

Figure 4 Cardanic bearing for out-of-plane tensile tests

the adhesive would be exceeded, are shown. All these
force are much higher in comparison to the binding
strength between face sheets and core, assuming the
lowest ultimate strength of Rm ≈ 250 MPa , determined
from the face sheet tensile tests (see 10 for reference),
which results in a maximum force of Fmax, core = 2.125
kN. Since the exact ultimate strength is unknown, the
expected failure loads of the three specimens should

The climbing drum peel test is a method to determine
the resistance of bonded sandwich cores against peeling
forces acting perpendicular to the surface layer. The drum
transforms the vertical force of the testing machine into a
moment so that the connection between the face sheets
and the core is directly loaded. The tests are done according
to DIN 53295. The most important values are the diameter
of the drum itself and the flange, where the specimens are
fixed. The difference between both results in a translation
of the tension axis. By this, a moment in the midpoint of
the drum results, which has to be carried by the specimen.
If the stresses get higher than the critical stress, the face
sheets will delaminate. This value is known as specific peel
moment and can be calculated according to DIN 53295 as
follows:

Mpeel =

(Fp − F1 )(rf − rd )
.
b

(5)

The force F1 is the force needed to deform the face
sheet itself and has to be substracted from the peelforce Fp. The flange radius is rf , ri the drum radius and
b the width of the specimen. The flange radius can be
calculated from the diameter of the drum dd and the
thickness a of the steel strip, which is needed to introduce the machine load into the peel fixture. It results
in rf = (df + a)/2 = 62.9 mm, since df = 99 mm
and a = 0.8 mm. The drum radius rd can be calculated from the drum diameter dd = 99 mm and the
thickness of the face sheet tf = 0.5 mm and results in
ri = (dd + tf )/2 = 49.8 mm. The test set-up is slightly
changed in comparison to the standard, but the impact

Table 2 Nominal parameters of AM sandwich structures

Dim. (mm2)
Area (mm2)
Figure 5 Final test set-up for out-of-plane tensile tests

Force (kN)

Specimen 1

Specimen 2

Specimen 3

17.6 × 14.6

17.5 × 15.5

17.1 × 18.0

7.45

7.86

8.93

257

271

308
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Figure 6 Preliminary peel test on a face sheet to extract F1

Figure 8 Final test set-up for peel tests

Figure 7 Schematic sketch of the peel test specimens

on the calculated resulting peel moment is small, since
the relative error results in ǫrel ≈ 1.6%, which is a tolerable value. The force F1 is determined by a preliminary
test with a face sheet only. The specimen is produced
by carefully cutting a face sheet from a sandwich structure. F1 consists of a part which is needed to position the
peel fixture Fpos and a part which is needed to deform, or
rather roll the face sheet Froll . Figure 6 shows the result of
the test to extract F1. During the first 15 mm of displacement, the drum and steel strips get loaded and aligned.
The followed plateau at 15 mm defines the needed force
Fpos. The additionally needed force to reach the second
plateau at 25 mm defines Froll , which lead in sum to
F1 = 69.31 N.
Regarding the climbing drum peel tests, a total number of 3 specimens is tested. In Table 3 the specific geometric parameters are summed up. Furthermore Figure 7
shows a sketch of the specimens and Table 4 the resulting
expected relevant cross-sections. Rm = 350 MPa is used.
The number of cells n was successively decreased since
no delamination could be incited with high cell numbers.
Figure 8 shows the final test set-up. All drum peel tests
are done displacement controlled using u̇ = 25 mm/min.
The load from the load cell and the displacement are documented during the tests.

Table 3 Geometric paramters of specimens for climbing drum
peel test
Specimen 1

Specimen 2

Specimen 3
2

n

9

5

b (mm)

33.4

35.1

30.1

b̃ (mm)

27.9

15.5

6.2

l (mm)

150

150

150

Table 4 Resulting expected cross sectional areas for drum peel
test
Specimen 1

Specimen 2

Specimen 3

Ab (mm2)

0.34

0.34

0.34

As (mm2)

0.19

0.19

0.19

(mm2)

16.7

17.55

15.05

Af

2.3 Finite Element Model

To validate the derived formulas for the failure modes
and to compare the results with the experiments, static
FE simulations are performed. The preprocessing and
calculations are performed with Abaqus/Standard.
For each calculation, a convergence study is done. All
models are meshed with 10-node quadratic tetrahedral
elements with improved surface stress visualisation
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 9 Finite element models for the peel and out-of-plane tensile test

(Abaqus element C3D10HS). The models used for the
peel test simulations are shown in Figure 9a and b. One
side of the sandwich is pinned (top and bottom face
sheet edges). On the opposite side, a bending moment
is applied using a multiple point constraint (MPC) to
all nodes on the top sheet. The mesh in the vicinity of
the critical connection area is refined using a seed of
0.05 mm. In the areas close to the support, where low
stresses are expected, the seed used is 0.5 mm. The FE
model simulating the out-of-plane tension is shown in
Figure 9c. The bottom nodes of the bottom sheet are
pinned, and a homogeneous pressure is applied on the
top face.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Determination of Sandwich Material Properties

Figure 10 shows the results of the tensile tests for material
property extraction. Reproducible behaviour regarding
the elastic properties can be observed. Young’s modulus
of the base material Es can be derived to Es ≈ 60.000 MPa
and yield strength to σY ≈ 170 MPa . Elongation at the
breakpoint and ultimate strength show different values,
which is probably attributed to the strong influence of the
manufacturing process. Compared to the manufacturer’s
datasheet, Young’s modulus and yield double-point are in
a tolerable range, whereas elongation at the breakpoint
and ultimate strength are much lower than specified. The
more brittle behaviour is mainly attributed to the thickness of the structures. Material properties in the datasheet are extracted from thick, solid structures, whereas
in this study, thin structures are investigated.
Using Eqs. (2) and (3) and the extracted material data,
the following material and sandwich properties are
derived (Table 5).

Figure 10 Stress-strain curves of AlSi10Mg tensile tests on
AM-sandwich structures according to E-DIN-EN-ISO 6892-1:2019-10

Table 5 Resulting sandwich properties
Desription

Symbol

Value

Unit

Base material
Young’s modulus

Es

60.000

MPa

Poisson ratio

νs

0.3

–

Yield strength

σY

270

MPa

Rel. density

ρ

0.13884

–

E11

60.000

MPa

E22

60.000

MPa

E33

2082.6

MPa

G12

23076.9

MPa

G13

1041.3

MPa

G23

1041.3

MPa

Effective elastic properties

3.2 Analytical Failure Mode Calculation

Throughout the study, two test strategies are used
to characterise the delamination behaviour of AM
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sandwich structures: out-of-plane tensile tests and
climbing drum peel tests. Furthermore, the tests are
supported by numerical FE calculations to better understand the failure mechanisms. First, the main failure
mechanisms for the core structure are determined. Here,
failure can happen in two different zones: at the connection double-point or in the strut itself. Considering
one unit cell with pinned struts, as shown in Figure 2, a
load in 3-direction (out-of-plane) results in an axial strut
force of:

Fs =

1 F3
.
4 sin(ω)

(6)

The failure zone is only a function of the strut angle ω .
This can be derived by comparing the strut stress with
the stress in the connection surface. Under a tension load
in 3-direction F3, the resulting stresses in the struts σs
and the stress in the connection σc can be calculated as
followed:

σs =

F3
,
4π d 2 sin(ω)

(7)

σc =

F3
.
arctan(csc(ω)) csc(ω)d 2

(8)
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Taking into account the considerations for the lattice
core made above, two different failure modes can occur for
the structures used in this study: failure of the face sheet,
and failure at the connection between the face sheets and
the core. Assuming an ideal elastic - ideal plastic material
behaviour, the stress distribution in the face sheet, due to a
bending moment, can be assumed to be linear in the case
of elastic material behaviour and constant (with different
signs) in the case of plastic material behaviour. The maximum moment which can be transferred before face sheet
failure can be calculated with Mel = Rm tf b/6 in the elastic case and Mpl = Rm tf b/4 in the plastic case. Since ductile materials fail in the plastic area, the plastic case will be
used. Figure 12 shows a submodel for two rows of the sandwich structure. The applied bending moment results in
reaction forces FR = M/a at the connection double-points
if pinned struts are assumed. The distance between two
unit cells is a. By this, a general equation to avoid delamination is established:

Under the condition that the struts are slender, and by
this, no bending influence has to be considered, simple assumptions can be derived for the predicted failure mechanism. For σs = σc a critical value ω = 35.26◦
results. For lower angles, the struts will fail before the
connection. For larger angles, the connection will fail
before the struts. This relation is shown in Figure 11. In
the following sections, the experimental setup and the
expected, analytically determined values are shown.
Figure 12 Submodel

Figure 11 Failure in struts and connection as a function of relative
angle

Figure 13 Critical ratio for tf /d to avoid delaminations
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quadratically (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). The failure load of all
three tested specimens lies between 3.8–4 kN. No failure
in the core structure was detected. For all specimens, the
adhesive fails before the core breaks. All failure loads are
smaller than expected, which could be attributed to an
irregular moistened adhesive surface. Nevertheless, from
the measured loads, it follows that the connection is at
least as strong as the strength of the material (Figure 10).
Assuming the connection surface of one unit cell to be,
as specified in Figure 3, Ac ≈ 0.34 mm2 and the resulting
total connection surface AC = n × Ac = 8.5 mm2. This
results in a connection strength of at least σu > 440 MPa,
which is not a reasonable value. Due to these circumstances, the face sheets are removed from the core
structure, and the bonding surfaces are measured using
optical microscopy. Although the diameter of the struts is
between 0.5 and 0.6 mm, the measured connection surfaces are clearly above the theoretically calculated value.
The measured bonding surfaces lie partly at around
2 mm2. Assuming such a single cell bonding surface, a
total bonding surface of AC = 50 mm2 would result,
leading to a stress of σc ≈ 80 MPa in the connection. This
explains why the adhesive fails and not the connection
between the faces and the core.
Based on the numerical FE simulations, the first zone
to undergo full plastic deformation is the joint between
the face and the struts, as shown in Figure 16. This is also
the expected critical zone according to Eqs. (7) and (8).

Figure 14 Load-displacement curve of out-of-plane tensile tests

Figure 15 Pictures of one speciment during testing (Top: before
load drop, Bottom: after load drop)

tf
<
d

 √
2√π sin ω,
ω ≤ 35.26◦ ,
2 arctan(csc(ω)) csc(ω), ω > 35.26◦ .
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(9)

This relation is shown in Figure 13. If delaminations
should be avoided, the ratio of tf /d should be lower than
the in Figure 13 shown critical ratio. The critical value
for ω is the value where the failure mode changes from
strut failure to joint failure (see Figure 11). The ratio tf /d
increases with increasing ω up to the critical value, after
which it starts decreasing, as shown in Figure 13. Therefore, for ω = 45◦, tf /d < 2.32 should be complied to
avoid delaminations.
3.3 Out‑of‑Plane Tensile Test

Figure 14 shows the results of the out-of-plane tensile
tests. Additionally, Figure 15 shows a picture of one of
the specimens right before failure and after failure. The
results show slight differences regarding the stiffness,
which can be attributed mainly to manufacturing tolerances. The tolerances, specified to be ±100 μm, affect
the strut diameters and therefore influence the stiffness

3.4 Climbing Drum Peel Test

Figure 17 shows the force-displacement curves of the
climbing drum peel tests. Furthermore, in Figure 18 the
measured force is related to the specific width b̃ (Figure 7), to avoid that results are misinterpreted by different geometries. Additionally, Figure 19 shows a picture
of specimen 1 and Figure 20 of specimen 3 after testing.
Both specimens show a failure in the face sheets. Since
the face sheets fail before they have rolled up sufficiently,
the evaluation according to DIN 53295 cannot be performed. Nevertheless, it can be followed that no delamination will occur with the used geometry. For specimen
3, the number of cells in one row (in the rolling axis) was
reduced. The face sheet did not fail immediately, and
therefore, the evaluation for the peel moment can be
done according to DIN 53295 to Mpeel = 279.62 N·mm/
mm. However, the face sheet did not delaminate. Instead,
it broke parallel to the cell row in rolling direction (see
Figure 20), and by this, the result is not meaningful.
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Figure 16 Section view at the middle joint

Figure 19 Pictures of specimen 1 after test

Figure 17 Force-displacement curve for the climbing drum peel test

Figure 18 Relative force-displacement for the climbing drum peel
test

Based on the numerical FE simulations, the first zone
to undergo full plastic deformation is the face sheet, as
shown in Figure 21. This is also the expected critical zone
according to Eq. (9) since tf /d = 1 < 3.2. In the second
simulation, with tf = 2 ⇒ tf /d = 4 > 3.2, the connection is expected to fail (Figure 22), as seen in the stresses
of Figure 9b. This corresponds to the simplified model
presented in Eq. (9).

4 Conclusions
This study has investigated the delamination behaviour of fully additive manufactured sandwich structures
with pyramidal lattice grid core. Simplified formulas were derived to estimate the geometry needed to
avoid delamination failure and validated with experimental tests and numerical simulations. The analytical
approaches show that delaminations can be avoided by
considering critical values for the ratio between face
sheet thickness and strut diameter. These ratios are
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Figure 20 Pictures of specimen 3 after test

Figure 21 Section view of the specimen model at the middle joint of the outer row of cells. Zones with plastic deformation are marked grey

mainly dependent on the strut angle. By choosing an
adequate set of geometric parameters, delaminations
can be avoided. Since there were no studies related to
the delamination behaviour of those structures, the
results presented in this paper can be used as guidelines

to design delamination free sandwich structures with
pyramidal lattice grid core. In future studies, the models will be expanded to assume an inhomogeneous
stress distribution on the joints and struts.
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Figure 22 Section view of the model with thick faces at the middle joint of the outer row of cells. Zones with plastic deformation are marked grey
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